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The Right Reverend Block, Bishop of California, Leads Commemoration Service
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Hollins Centennial Celebration Begins Sunday, May 17
Centennial Dance to
Mark Anniversary

THE RIGHT REV. KARL BLOCK

Celebration Opens
Sunday with Talk
,By Bishop Block
The opening event of the Centennial
Prograin is to be the Commemoration
Service at 11:00 A. M., in the Little
Theater. The Right Reverend Karl
Morgan Block, Bishop of California, will
deliver this address. Bishop Block was
formerly the rector of the St. John's Episcopal Church in Roanoke, Virginia; and
his daughter, Virginia, now Mrs. Snowden,
is a Hollins alumna of the class of 1937.
MISS TURN E R PRESIDES AT SYMPOSIUM

At 2 :30 P. M. the Alumnre Symposium, .. A Century of Education fer
Women" under the chairmanship of Miss
Mary Sully Hayward of Roanoke, Virginia, will be held in the Little Theater with
Susanna Pleasants Turner, president of
the Alumnre Association, presiding. The
prologue to the symposium, written by
Mrs. R. H. Reeves (Ruth Crupper, '13),
the Executive Secretary of the Alumnre
Association, is entitled" Significant Milestones." This will be a series of tableaux:
"Charles L. Cocke, Founder," represented by his great-grandson, Charles L.
Cocke; "President Matty L. Cocke,"
represented by her niece, Mrs. YV'. ~.
Goodwin from Charlottesville, VlrglOla;
"Joseph A. Turner," represented by. the '
future Turner Hall; and "The NatIOn's
College Woman," represented by Ruth
Dennett. The special music for these
tableaux has been written by M rs. W. W.
Coxe, of Roanoke.
T EA, FREYA'S PROGRAM CONCLUDE DAY

The speakers for the Symposium .will
be: Miss Marguerite Hearsey, '14, who IS at
present the principal of the Abbott Academy Andover Massachusetts, and who
will ' speak on the subject, "What the
Liberal Arts College has Done for
Women'" Mrs. W . F . Simpson (Sarah
Midd1eto~, '27), of Dayton, Ohio, whose
subject will be "Women in the World
Today"; and Mrs. G. C. Marshall
(Katherine Tupper, ex-'03) .who, as the
wife of the Chief of Staff of the Unit~
States Army, will speak on "Women 10
the Service."
.
At 4:30 P. M. tea will be served 10 the
Lucy Preston Beale Memorial Garden to
all guests, students, and faculty mem~rs.
At this time the members of the J UOior
Class will act as hostesses.
" .
The last event of Sunday will be Figures
. a D ream, " a fantasy based on the
In
history and traditions of Hollins and presented by Freya in the Forest of Arden
at 9:00 P. M.

On Saturday, May 16, in place of the
usual spring prom, the sophomores will
sponsor a Centennial Ball in honor of the
centennial anniversary of the college
which will be officially opened on the
following day. Stan Alexander, -his trombone and his orchestra, who have currently
been on tour in North Ca rolina, will
play from 8:00 to 12 :00 for the dancers.
The .receiving line for the dance wilJ
form at 8:00 o'clock.
The day's festivities will begin with a
concert on back campus, which will
start at 4:30, replacing the customary tea
dance. Following the swing concert, there
will be a picnic supper in the Forest of
Arden. Only the girls and their dates are
invited.
All back campus facilities for sports
will be available during the afternoon.
If time seems to lag, one can go out by
the gym and pitch horseshoes, participate
in a little archery, or ' maybe organize
a baseball game.
The decorations for the gym are being
guarded like a military secret, but the
sophomores have condescended to reveal
one grand innovation that has been
arranged. Back campus will be open to
everybody throughout the dance. The
grounds will be lighted by several floodlights, and enclosed by a rose-covered
wall. Refreshments will be served there,
and at intermission time, the waiters
have agreed to give a short concert.
The sophomore class wishes to thank
Hedge Lawn Nursery, Inc., and the
Engleby Electric Company for their
cooperation and assistance which have
made these plans possible.

•
Centennial Honors Shared
With Ten Other Colleges
Called in educational history the
"Awakening," the second quarter of the
nineteenth century marks an important
da te in the progress of American Colleges
and Universities. For in 1842, alone,
ten institutions of higher learning were
founded in this country. Of these ten
celebrating their centennial anniversaries
this year, only one other college besides
The
Hollins, is a woman's college.
remaining eight are either men's colleges
or universities comparatively recently
become coeducational.
Mary Baldwin College, which was
formerly known as the" Augusta Female
Seminary," Staunton, Virginia, is the
centennial college whose history is most
comparable to Hollins'.
In Tennessee, moreover, there are also
two centennial colleges of rather similar
history, Bethel College at McKenzie,
and Cumberland University at Lebanon.
Howard College in Birmingham, Alaba ma , and Roanoke College in Salem,
_ Virginia, are the remaining southern
colleges celebrating one-hundredth bi~h
days in 1942.
In the north, on the other hand, the
four colleges celebrating centennials, are
Ohio Wesleyan University at Delaware,
Ohio; Williamette University in Salem,
Oregon, and the two famous Catholic
schools, Notre Dame du Lac at South
Bend, Indiana , and Villanova outside
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
It is indeed with a genuine sense of
pride that Hollins takes her place among
the other nine centennial colleges of 1942.

DR. JOHN D EWEY

DR. ADA COM STOCK

DR. HARLOW SHAPLEY

Dewey and .Others Dr. Comstock Speaks at Academic Symbols
Convocation Tuesday
Are Interpreted
Discuss Horizons
On Tuesday, May 19, there will be
The academic cap and gown is the
OF Freedom Today various
events of interest on campus. At conventional regalia for all college and
The events of the Centennial Celebration on Monday, May 18, under the
general theme of "Horizons of Freedom
Today," will open with a speech by
President Frank Porter Graham of the
University of North Carolina.
His
subject is .. Liberty in America" and he
will speak a t 9:30 A. M.
Following President Graham's talk will
be a symposium led by President Theodore H . J ack of Randolph-MaconWoman's
College.
BLANSHARD, LYMAN AND BALZ SPE AK
AT RELIGIOUS DISCUSSION MONDAY

At 11 A. M ., John Dewey, Professor of
Philosophy, Emeritus, Columbia University , will speak on "Religion and
Morality in a Free Society," after which
there will be another symposium. Dean
Frances B. Blanshard of Swarthmore
College will preside and other leaders in
the discussion will be Dr. Eugene Lyman,
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy cf
Religion at Union Theological Seminary and
Albert G. Balz, Professor of Philosophy
at the Urrlversity of Virginia.
.
A buffet luncheon to which everyone on
campus, including all guests, is invited
will be given at one o'clock in the Forest
of Arden.
D E WITT PARKER AND HARLOW SHAPLE Y
TAKE PART I N AFTERNOON SESSION

On the afternoon of Monday, May 18,
DeWitt H. Parker, Professor of Aesthetics, University of Michigan, will
speak on "The Arts in ' a Free Society."
Following his speech at 2:30 P. M. will be
the third discussion of the day led by
Mrs. Elizabeth Gilmore Holt who is a
teacher in the fine arts department of Duke
University.
After a , speech by Harlow Shapley,
Professor of Astronomy at Harvard
University, at 4 :00 P. M., on "Freedom
of Mind and Spirit," there will be the
symposium of the day. Samuel Alfred
Mitchell, Professor of Astronomy at t he
University of Virginia will preside.
Monday night, John Powell, distinguished pianist from Richmond, Va. , will .
give a concert in the Littlel Theatre at
9:'00 P . M . The concert is I formal and
everyone is cordially invited.

10:30 A. M. President Bessie Carter
Randolph will preside at the Centennial
Convocation. The speaker for the occasion
is Miss Ada Louise Comstock, President
of Radcliffe College. Among her many
activities, Miss Comstock has been a
member of the Commission on the Direction of Investigation of History and Other
Social Studies in the Schools, under the
auspices of the American Historical Association. She will speak on the subject,
"Women in This War." Following her
address, the official delegates will be
presented, and greetings to Hollins College
will be delivered by representatives of the
following groups: American Universities
and Colleges, Women's Colleges of
America, Universities and Colleges of
Virginia, and the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
At 1:00 P. M . a luncheon will be given
in the dining room for the official delegates
and speakers. At this time the students
will be a ccommodated at a place to be
announced. The events of the day will
end with senior singing on the library
steps at 10:00 P . M. '

university graduates. It is an established
fact. Today it possesses certain significant distinctions.
The hood of the academic gown is the
most distinctive feature of the entire
costume. I t is the silk hood lining which
indicates the institution conferring the
degree-(or example, the green and gold
of Hollins.
The Bachelor's gown, worn either open
or closed, is mainly distinguished by the
long, pointed sleeves.
The gown for the Master's degree is
worn open with a very long square sleeve,
edged by the arc of a circle at the bottom.
Symbolic of the Doctor's degree, is an
elaborate costume distinguished by the
two broad velvet panels down the front
with the three velvet bars on the loose
bell-shaped sleeves. Sometimes the facing
and bars are in significant colors, but more
often black is used. The Doctor's hood
is six inches longer than the Master's
and twelve inches longer than the Bachelor's. The rich bands of velvet signify
the department in which study has been
completed.

CALENDAR FOR THE CENTENNIAL
OF HOLLINS COLLEGE
Sunday, May Seventeenth
11 :00 A. M. Commemoration Service . . . . . . .. ..... Little Theater
2:30 P. M. Alumnae Symposium .. . .... ... '" . . . Little Theater
4:30 P. M. Tea ..... . . . .. Lucy Preston Beale Memorial Garden
9:00 P. M. Figures in a Dream. A Fantasy. Presented
by Freya .. . . ... : .. .. .. . .. . .... . . , . . . . . Forest of Arden
Monday, May Eighteenth
9:30 A.
1:00 P.
2:30 P.
9:00 P.

Symposium, Horizons of Freedom Today
M. Morning Session . .. ... .... . .. ..... . Little Theater
M. Buffet Luncheon . .. ... -... . .... . . . '.Forest of Arden
M. Afternoon Session . . ... . . . . ... : . ... . . Little Theater
M. Concert, John Powell .... .. . . .... . . .. Lime Theater
Tuesday, May Nineteenth

10 :30 A. M. Centennial Convocation ....... . . . .. . Little Theater
1 :00 P. M. Luncheon for Official Delegates and Speakers
10.:00 P. M. Senior Singing . . .. . .. . . ... . ... . .... . Library Steps

,
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IT HAS NOT BEEN AN EASY TASK

In college you get a fleeting glarlee
the unity of knowledge, and
hardly a day goes flying by, that
this miraculous oneness doesn't
grow, until you are stunned with
the truth that no subject is an entity
by itself; that no subject is separate
from anpther.
You realize, with the slow dawning of a new awakening, that you
cannot study Greek Art without
Greek Mythology; that Greek
Literature is the basis for all literature; that Shakespeare obviously
knew the Greek drama; that a
course in Pastoral and Epic Literature can tie up your whole labyrinth
of accumulated knowledge so that
your brain whirls to the swing of it
and your mind can't grasp the
avenues and tangents which are
thrown out by only one course.
With amazement, you. discover
that you understand Zechariah
Chafee when . he says that you
could .spend four years "happily
t~cing the French sources of the
Arthurian legend." You arrive at
the point when your mind is so
saturated with the infinite possibilities of research that you want
to stop and hold your speeding,
racing thoughts still.
To me this awakening to the
boundless scope of research, of the
entanglements and bonds that reach
back to the beginning of time, was
as awe-ful as the shock of my discovery of evolution and the Adam
and Eve fable.
After so many years of childlike
faith iIT the belief that Chemistry,
Art, History, English, and Music
were all carefully divided, I finally
see how a professor can treat research as a hobby, a wonderful
plaything. How he can be wrapped
in a strange, eternal, magnetic
spell, which enchants his mind,
until he lives in a world of associated
things; a world in which nothing
is entirely separate from another.
It must open up a new fairylanda place apart from the cramping
necessity of three meals a day, a
new suit, a ticket to the .ArmyNavy game. A place where the
May Pole becomes the emblem of
procreation, as does the lance, the
sword, and the fir tree. A myriad
net that closes in- presses on one's
mind-and makes the universe at
once small and infinite.
This new surrender to the enchantment of research makes the
student feel rather inferior, and
almost angry at having been led
by the hand through her school
life by sOmeone who let closed doors
remain unopened. It makes her
envy the specially privileged group
who withdraw to a Mount Olympus
of learning and spend, in their bookfilled libraries, a life tracing and
intertracing the basic and great
world pattern which is revealed
under the maze of facts, habits,
folk-lore, myths, and fairy tales.
It is like Plato's Ladder of Beauty.
You get finally a blinding glimpse of
the Absolute, and are imbued with
the spirit of research. Yet you are
powerless and incapable of ' ever
possessing the whole Absolute. You
are left floundering, as it were, on
the shore of the vast ocean of
knOWledge, not having the initiative or the daring to swim out into
its current, nor the apathy to ignore
the delights of the swim.
~f

PublisW fortni.ghtly during the colleg. year
by a staff wmposed .ntirely of students

'p'

The Lesson
Professor Time walked sternly into class,
And opened the Book of History on his
desk,
Letting the leaves fly by the way yeaI'll
pass
Until he found the pages that he sought.
"Miss 1842, will you begin
"And tell me what it is your lesson
taught?"
"The scene is laid 'within a wall of quiet
" 'Where cedars stand serene and grass
grows deep,'
"And all around the peaceful little valley
"The silent hills their faithful watches
keep.
"A youth strolls thoughtfully beside the
stream
"That cuts the emerald meadows half in
two,
" And in his heart 01 hearts he has a dream,
" And in his mind the will to make it true.
"The lesson that I learned is, simply, this:
"True wisdom only comes to those who
see
"Its flickering light far up the road ahead
"And reckon not how hard the way may
be,
"But struggle on, saying to all who pass,
" 'Come while you can-come seek the
light with me!' ..

"The scene has changed, long have the
purple mountains
"Marked out 'the seasons in their sure
return';

"Yet still the hills, and still the little
valley
" Nurture those who come and stay to
learn.
" Long since the youth departed from the

stream,

"Its ripple~ his reftection know no more;
"But now, from out the ivied walls, his
dream
"Comes to haunt the emerald meadows on
the shore.
"The lesson that I learned is, simply, this:
" 'True wisdom only comes to those who

see
"That he who loves himself loves mankind
less,
" And he who seeks his own is never free.
"But he who dreams and gives mankind
his dream
"Is wise indeed-and no man more than
he.' ft

This May Hollins College is celebrating . its hundredth year as an
institution of learning. Realizing the importance of higher education for
women in a day when it was thought" unladylike " for a woman to do more
than " sew a fine seam, " Charles Cocke founded this school for girls in 1842.
Opening a school .for women in the mid-nineteenth century was no
easy task. Besides having to cope with the prejudice against education for
Professor Time sternly dismissed the
class,
women, Mr. Cocke had little money with which to build the school. After
And
closed the Book of History thoughtyears of struggling, during which he finally succeeded in securing for the
fully,
school several benefactors, the South was plunged into the War Between
Professor Time looked sternly at the
Letting the leaves fly by the way years
the·States ; and all the plans for expansion had to be discontinued. In these
class,
pass
lean years of war and for sometime afterward, there was at times not even
And took the Book of History once again.
Until some empty pages gleaming fell
Letting the leaves fly by the way years
Before his troubled eyes. But then he
enough to eat, and certainly no luxuries. Yet, Mr. Cocke, refusing to bow
pass
smiled,
.
beneath these circumstances, clung to his dream of establishing an instituUntil he found the pages that he sought.
"Why fear the Future when the Past has
tion of higher learning for women. Through his efforts, Hollins was on a "Miss 1942, will you speak next,
learned so well?"
firm financial basis by the end of the century, and was ready to expand. "And tell me what it is your lesson
With its second president, Miss Matty Cocke, and her present successor,
taught?"
Miss Bessie Carter Randolph, the college has continued to realize the high
aims set down by its founders. This has not been an easy task, however.
In these years Hollins had to face a World War as well as a severe
depression.
WHY NOT PHI BETA KAPPA AT HOLL.INS
Now Hollins looks forward to another hundred years. It is well to
be proud of a glorious heritage; but it is better to build upon that
In these times, small schools as well as larger ones are or should be
heritage. The next hundred years will not be easy. On the eve of its
stressing the importance of scholarship to their students. In regard to this
second century, Hollins is faced with another crisis, a second World War.
Already incomes have been drastically cut,_food and clothing have become what could be a more inspiring goal for a student to strive for than a Phi
Beta Kappa key ? And what could be a more appropriate time for Hollins
more expensive, and plans for college expansion have been reduced.
In the trying days ahead , Hollins has a definit e duty to perform. It is College to begin steps toward obtaining a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa?
the responsibility of the liberal arts college to become" the blood bank of In its one hundred years of existence, Hollins has surely proved itself
democracy." While t he rest of the world goes mad with greed and murder, worthy of membership in this honorary organization.
the liberal arts college must train its students to preserve the universal
Of course, there are improvements which would have to be made before
ideals of brotherhood a nd peace which must not die whatever happens
to the world at large. Today's world needs citi7.ens who are imbued we could begin to take -steps toward such a membership. First of all, we
with sane ideals and the liberal arts college must prepare for a post-war would have to enlarge our library; but with plans for this already under
peace program . It must lay plans for a new world order in which universal way, we should be able to see the possibility of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter
brotherhood will be substituted for strife and greed. This is not an easy at Hollins. The main thing to do is to get started right away with plans
t ask.
toward this end. Then, too, we $,ould have the support of both faculty
In the period when Hollins is celebrating 'a hundred years of progress,
the continuance of its ideals is being put to a test. Surely the Hollins of and students. We must make oUT hundredth year a better year by setting
up higher standards and ideals for which to strive in years to come.
today will kecp faith with those who have gone before.
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Hollins Completes its 100th Year of Education for Women

HOLLINS,

This year one of the oldest colleges _in
this country, lIollins, is celebrating its
hundredth anniversary. A century ago HoI·
lins was a pioneer in the field of highereducation for women. In the days when it was
considered "unladylike" for a girl to
know too much, Hollins opened its gates
to the young women of the South, and
set the high standards of intellectual
achievement that it has maintained for
a hundred years.
The earliest history of the college
grounds dates back to 1746. In that year
George the Second partitioned " to
William Carvin for fifteen shillings one
certain tract or parcel of land cont.1ining
one hundred and fifty acres in the county
of Augusta on a branch of Smith Creek."
About 1821 Charles Johnston, from
Lynchburg, had bought the original
Carvin land, built a number of cottages
and a main building, laid out the grounds,
planted "ornamental trees and shrubbery
around the sulphur spring in the hollow,"
and opened up II watering place to become
famed as "Botetourt Springs." To this
resort people came i.n troops. E ven General Jackson, "Old Hickory," himself,
stopped to partake of the healthful waters.
With the death of Charles Johnston, how·
ever, the hotel ceased to operate.
In 1839 the land was acquired byEdwa rd
William Johnston, nephew of Cha rles.
That same year, on the old hotel grounds,
he opened a girls' school, the Roanoke
Female Seminary.
Permitting few frivolities, this headmaster initiated a rigid schedule for his
girls. "At table the quietest table manners
must be kept. No greediness nor daintiness must be discovered. Pupils must
learn to speak French . or be silent."
But Mr. Johnston lVas not successful
with the Seminary. In 1842 the property

1842

learning for the youths of both sexes and
all religious denominations." The original
buildings of the old Botetourt Springs
Hotel were still uscd as school buildings.
On June 13, 18",4, an a ct to incorporate
the Valley Union Education Society was
passed by the General Assembly of Virginia.
When, in 1845, the Reverend Joshua
Bradley pulled up his stakes and departed for the West, the very grave
problem of who was to take charge of the

South." Although, today, this sentiment
sounds almost commonplace, in the
1840's it was a revolutionary idea.
When the call came, then, Mr. Cocke
saw here an opportunity to realize the
dream of his life. With little hesitation
he resigned his sure position and prepared
to put all his savings, $1,500, into the
already debt-laden school.
On June 23, 1846, Charles Cocke and
his wife, with their three children, after a
five-day journey from Richmond, arrived
at Botetourt Springs. "Fanny did not
appear to be ja ded," he wrote his father,
" a lthough we traveled over forty miles
some days." To the tired school master
his new habitation did not present a very
encouraging a spect. II The premises," he
described to his tather, "had the appearance of a deserted village.
The frail
houses which then covered the grounds
were all in a state of decay." Yet with
this ugly picture of deterioration, the
undaunted young man asserted , "not for
one moment did we look back but with
courage ..nd finn resol ve we faced the
dubious future."
. The first session of the Valley Union
Seminary under Charles Cocke opened on
July 1, 1846, with seventeen pupils. But,
by the time the catalogue was published,
recording the session, 1846-47, he could
list sixty· three students, thirty-six males
and twenty-seven females.
Although in .t hese e!lrly years Mr.
Cocke worked to make the Valley Union

MAIN BUILDI NG,

now debt-laden seminary faced the
trustees. In desperation they looked for
a man who could carry on the work of the
school. The officers sent an urgent call to
Charles Lewis Cocke, aged twenty-six ..nd
professor of m.. them.. tics ..nd business
manager of Richmond College. One par·
ticularly flattering condition of the offer

1872

Seminary for both sexes a growing school,
he heartily disapproved of the coeduc.. tional system. After much persu..sion
from the superintendent, the Society decided to dismiss the boys, and in 1852
the Female Institute at Botetourt Springs
opened with eighty-one girls.
Even though Mr. Cocke saw part of
his dream realized in this school, a lack
of funds prevented him from continuing
to develop the Institute. Finally, in 1855,
Mr. and Mrs. John Hollins of Lynchburg
became interested in the school and
donated $5,000. The only stipulation to
the benefit w.. s that the old charter of
the V..lley Union Educ..tion Society be
replaced by .. new one which put the
school in the hands of a self-perpetu ..ting
board of trustees. In honor of the first
benefactors of the school the name was
changed to Hollins Institute.
According to Lottie Moon , a student
at Hollins in '55, school life at this time
centered .. round a graveled walk running
around the wide space between the two
school buildings standing at th..t time.
Here the girls would walk after four in
the afternoon.
With the help of the Hollins' donation
the school was on a finner financial basis,
and, at a cost of $12,000, Mr. Cocke
EAS, BUILDING, 1856
began the ' erection of East Building.
w
..
s
that
he
must
..
dvance
a
sum
of
money
However, in 1857 the registration, and
was purcha sed by the Reverend Joshua
to meet the pressing debts of the school.
consequently the income, was reduced
Bradley, who had come down from New
Charles L. Cocke was the son of James because of an epidemic of typhoid fever
York for the benevolent purpose of lmCocke, a prosperous f..nner of King
the preceding session. Debts were pressproving education in Virginia . Back~
by some gentlemen of Southwest VLrgIDLa, William County, Virginia. After studying ing, and an appeal for money was made
the Reverend Bradley opened the V.. lley at Richmond College, he got his M. A. to the public. With the outbreak of the
Union Seminary for boys and girls in from Columbian College in Washington.
War Between the States, the money
1842 The school waS placed under the When a boy of only nineteen in college, to be obtained by subscription could not
pat~nage of the Valley Union Education Charles Cocke had written to a friend
be collected, and Mrs. Hollins again came
Society, formed on May 23, 1842: for the "I am led by the spirit to devote my lif~ to the rescue.
With this money, on
purpose of establishing a .. semLnary of to the higher education of women in the April 17, 1861, the day Virginia seceded

MAIN BUILDING,

1890

from the Union, Mr. Cocke began to opened her term with these words to her
build a new dormitory, Main Building. f.. culty, "We believe that the education
Although in this year the walls and roof of yputh is the finest of the arts and that
the .task as interpreters of life to youth
were constructed, the contractor abandoned the building for w.. nt of labor ..nd is a great trust." Under "Miss Matty's "
materials. For eight years this empty guiding hand a library, a separate inshell, called .. the Wilderness" by the firmary, and a new Science H ..l1 was built.
In 1911 Hollins received ..nother charter
students, stood .. s .. symbol of the deadly
and Hollins Institute w.. s changed to
effects of war.
Although the length of the session was Hollins College, Incorporated. From this
reduced from ten to nine months, and time events ran smoothly until the out·
break of the World War in 1917.
food and supplies were becoming scarce,
When the war was over, a new program
Mr. Cocke pursued his tranquil way
through the war years with unshaken
of exp..nsion was begun. But this time
faith in his dream. While schools all
it was the students ~hemselves who were
around him were closing their doors, ' to help pay for the improvements. By
Hollins was one of the few schools in the . 1924 they had raised a pledged amount of
South which was kept open for the $45,000 toward a theatre and new gymduration of the w..r.
nasium, which cost together $165,000. The
. With the fall of the Confeder.. cy in '66 gym, with a modern swimming pool and
the school reached a ('risis. Since the war basket ball courts, was dedicated in 1924,
had taken all the available revenue from
and the following year the "best Little
Southern families and left many of them
Thea tre south of Washington" was
in .. penniless condition, men found it completed ,
mpossible to pay their debts to the school.
In 1924 the Cocke f..mily announced
Finally in '68 Mr. Cocke succeeded in
their intention of giving the college back
bo~wing $10,000 lind at the same time
to the public by putting it on a publi~
made heavy advances from his own ownership basis. Vice-President Lucian
pocket. With this money, Main Building Cocke, in the name of the Board of
was completed ..nd the long needed sp..ce Governors, proposed the conveyance of
w.. s re!ldy for new students.
the Hollins property to a self-perpetuatIn the 'SO's these improvements ' were
ing board of trustees.
continued. A new chapel was built, an
When in the "Green DTawing Room"
art and music building, a dining hall,
in 1932 "Miss M ..tty" signed the deed,
West Building acquired two wings, includ- she transferred the ownerShip ' .;{Hoffins
ing infirmary rooms, and steam heat had from the f ..mily who had put its life blood
taken the place of open fires.
. into the building of the school to the new
Finally in 1900 Charles Cocke ..ccepted Boord 01 Trustees. Such a magnanimous
the deed to the college in payment of the act for the public benefit has seldom ~
.
debt owed him by the trustees. Although equaled.
he still believed in the principle of public
A few years later" Miss Matty" died.
ownership of schools, now in f .. iling health
She, too, had given her life to the bett6rand with the responsibility of providing
ment of women's education.
~.~
for the future of the school and his family
With the death of .. Miss Matty" o$le
after his death, h<: .. ccepted the deed.
presidency of Hollins College passed to

HOLLI N s ,

The Boord of Trustees went out of exi stence, and Hollins Institute became the
private property of the Cocke f.. mily.
On M .. y 7, 1901 , Charles Lewis Cocke
died .
With the death of Charles Cocke the
presidency of Hollins passed into the able
hands of his daughter, "Miss M ..tty"
Cocke. Typifying the same ideals which
had fired her father, the new president

1942

Bessie Carter Randolph. Following in
the path l.. id down by her illustrious .
predecessors, she h ..s helped to raise the
scholastic standard of the college. Today,
Hollins students a nd faculty are working
in an intensified defense program to
help build a better world in which the
new Hollins will have the opportunity
to continue its development in the next
century.
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Discipline 'Grows Liberal With Yearsj
Privileges Few and Far Between For
Valley Union Seminary Students
In July, 1846, the Valley Union
Seminary opened its doors with an
enrollment . of seventeen pupils. This
number was shortly increased to 63
pupils - 36 rn.,les and 27 females .
Two men, two women. and Mr. Cocke.
the principal and steward, constituted the
faculty . The first winter. Mr. Cocke
not only bought stoves for the young
ladies (young gentlemen were evidently
not supposed to feel the cold), but also
repaired the roofs and built a new stable.

Hollins College Has Unusual Record
Three Presidents ~rom 1846-1942
Indude Founder and Daughter
Four years after the founding of "the
school at Botetourt Springs." Cha rles
Lewis Cocke. a twenty-six-year-old professor of mathematics at Richmond College, accepted the position of principal at
the VaJley Union Seminary. This was in
1846_ For the succeeding fifty-five years
Charles Cocke devoted aJl the resources of
his mind and body to rebuilding what was
then a run-down, deserted boarding school.
Born in King William County, Virginia,
on February 21. 1820. Charles Lewis
Cocke was the eldest son of James Cocke
and Elizabeth Fox. Since his father was a
prosperous farmer he was able not only to
attend Richmond College, but also to
take his M . A. degree at Columbian
CoJlege, which is now a part of George
Washington University in Washington,
D. C. Returning to Richmond College, he
became professor of mathematics as well
as business manager of the College.
It was at this time that the Valley Union
Education Society invited him to become
head of the Seminary in Roanoke County.
The trustees themselves must have felt
it almost too much to hope for that the
briJliant young educator would abandon a
promising career to become the principal
of an obscure. nearly bankrupt girls'
school. This apprehension was amply

justified, if only by the fact that the offer
to Charles Cocke specified that he must
first donate a sum of money to meet the
"pressing liabilities of the school."
Charles Cocke, however. had long before
discovered his aim in life. At nineteen he
had written to a friend saying, " It is my
purpose to devote my life to the higher
education of women in the South_"
R ecognizing the offer from the Seminary
as his opportunity to realize his aim, he
accepted the position.
The stories of Miss Matty Cocke,
eldest 'daughter of Charles Lewis Cocke
and second President of Hollins College.
are legion.
Miss Matty
as she was
a ffectionately known. devoted her life to
the College. Bom a nd reared at Hollins.
she was graduated from Hollins Institute
in 1874_ The following year she taught
her f rst class in mathematics. while
serving as secretary to her father. Later
she became librarian and registrar.
At the death of her father in 1901, Miss
Matty Cocke succeeded him as president
II

I I'

of the College. For thirty-two years her
gracious and forceful personality dominated the College. While she was little
concerned with the educational conferences and meetings which occupy so
much of the time of a college president
today, Miss Matty managed personally
the daily details of administration cf the
campus_ Admired and loved by the entire
college community, she set for "her
girls" high standards of academic and
social conduct.
Since Miss Matty did not make strictly
academic matters her chief concern, she
was aided by her two nephews, Joseph A.
Turner and M . Estes Cocke_ These three
formed a triumvirate working together
in the administration of the College.
Meanwhile. Miss Matty's brother. Lucian
H. Cocke, was the vice president as well
as her fi nancial and legal adviser.
In 1926 Miss Matty celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of her presidency.
At this time she received the degree of
Doctor of Laws from . Roanoke Coa"ge_
Six years later in 1932, when the Cocke
family transferred Hollins College to the
Board of Trcstees cf the Hollins College
Corporation. President Cocke asked that
she be allowed to retire_ Her request was
granted, and as President Emeritus, she
continued to be a source of strength and .
inspiration to the College which was her
home_
The Board of Trustees then turned to
the question of electing a third president
of Hollins College. It was agreed that she
should be a woman and an alumna, and
prefe~ably a Virginian.
On July IS, 1933, Dr_ Bessie Carter
Randolph. of Richmond, Virginia. was
elected president of the College. An
alumna of Hollins, she was, at the time. a
member of the Board of Trustees and
Professor of Political Science at Florida
State College for Women. A Virginian by
birth, President R andolph took her A. B.
degree at Hollins in 1912, and received
her M. A. degree in the field of history in
1916 and her Ph. D. in International Law
from Radcliffe College. Before going to
Florida State College for Women, she
taught history and government at Hollins,
at Farmville State Teachers College, and
at Randolph-Macon Woman's College.
On Founder's Day, February 21, 1934,
Dr. Randolph was inaugurated President
before an a udience largely composed of
representatives of colleges. universities,
educational associations. and learned
societies. The first important innovation
introduced by the new president involved
a change of curriculum. To avoid overlapping of courses, unnecessary expense.
and the possibility of interdepartmental
rivalry. the divisional system was introduced. As the result of this reorganization, related departments were united
under a common division.
This revision of the departmental
system. however, was only one of the
improvements which have occurred largely
through the efforts cf President Randolph.
Today, Hollins College is recognized by
every accrediting organization to which an
institution of its type is eligible. Such has
been the fruit of a century's hard labor
with the direction and foresight of three
of Virginia's most brilliant educators.

I n the ensuing years the confidence the
trustees had placed in Mr. Cocke was amply justified. By 1849 he had remodeled
West building and generally had improved
the premises. The more pressing debts
had also b~n met. This was done by
enlarging the student body to 99 and by
increasing the tuition.
In 1844 the
tuition ranged from $7 .50 to $18.00, depending on the course being taken; in
1849 the cost per session. ten months,
varied from $90.75 to $100.25, also depending on the COurse.
Although Mr. Cocke was a good business
. man, he, nevertheless, had definite ideas
about how a coeducational school should
be con<lucted. Many are the rules appearing in the early catalogues which now
seem peculiar. The females and males
had no classes together, and were not
even supposed to speak to each other.
Jndeed, "any student writing a note to a
student of the opposite sex or communicating in any . way with members of the
opposite sex" was liable to expulsion.
Brothers and sisters could, however,
"communicate occasionally with permission from members of the faculty."
Furthermore, any young lady walking
for exercise must be chaperoned. Indeed,
physical activity seems to have been generally frowned upon, since no student was
to engage in "sIX>rtive exercise" until
after five P. M .
I t is almost impossible for one to
imagine a life as confined as that led by
the first Hollins students. Even writing
letters was supervised. "All compositions
for friends. relatives, or public declama-

Literary Clubs Fade Out
In Stress of Modern LiFe

tion must be examined by the president
or one of the faculty before exhibition."
The high spirits of the students must,
however, have been undampened in as
much as there is a rule forbidding students to make "scare faces" or in any
other way attempt to frighten anyone.
There is also a rule stating that, "No
student will be allowed to have in his
possession any kind of firearms or other
species of deadly weapons." Mr. Cocke
seems to have justified adequately his
statement in the catalogue that the Valley
Union Seminary was superior to other
schools because it was" remote from temp
ation to extravagance, idleness, andvice."
l)espite the Valley Union Seminary's
"remoteness from temptation." it is easy
to imagine some long-legged boy rushing
from his class in Cicero to finish that new
thriller by James Fenimore Cooper or
some not-50-demure girl fishing Charlotte
When war was declared between the
Temple or Wavnly out from under her
•
states,
Hollins was in its nineteenth year.
mattress instead of reading her Watt's
"On the Mind." The younger boys can be How such a young institution was able
visualized marching up and down with to survive the storm is a story brimful
sticks on their shoulders pretending they of excitement, humor, anod courage. Conwere fighting in Mexico. Possibly just once, trary to what might have been expected,
fists as well as words flew over the election a capacity enrollment was maintained
of '48. For though the rules bear ample throughout the four dark years. In fact.
testimony that Mr. Cocke was justified there was such a great demand for
in his statement that the Valley Union accommodations that students were urged
to send in applications before they came
Seminary was" remote from temptation,"
one has reason to believe that the boys for fear there would be no room!
Financially, Hollins had a rather hard
and girls who studied here were interested
struggle_ During the course of the war.
in what took place in the outside world.
And although Mr_ Cocke's rules were tuition was raised from $200 to t300.
strict, they existed only because, in the This was often paid in provisions, which
were badly needed-so badly. indeed, 'that
1840's, strict supervision was considered
Mr. Cocke, founder and superintendent.
necessary.
Mr. Cocke had taken charge in this had to refuse the girls' petition to send
struggling young institution because he was half their food to the soldiers. There
were times when only loans from the
sincerely interested in higher education.
trustees for the purpose of buying food
This was to be his life work. But· he could
not have succeeded without the coopera- kept the school open. On the whole. the
tion of his students. They sacrificed that school obtained little help from a public they might have an education; Mr. Cocke harassed by more demanding concerns.
Students themselves were urged to supply
sacrificed that he .might give them one.
Together they built what has become their own furniture and books. Perhaps
the most heart-breaking result of the
Hollins College, the institution in Virginia
which, at the earliest date, provided financial situation was the sad career of
Main Buildin!!. Started in 1861, it grew
higher education for young women.
steadily for a year until its walls and
roof were completed.
At that point.
however, lack of funds and labor caused
the boarding up of the windows and doors,
and the gloomy skeleton stood as a reminder of hard times until it was finally
finished in 1869.

Charles Lewis Cocke
Pu"~ School Through
Wartime Hardships

'Miss Lizzie' Latane, Oldest Living Hollins Alumna
Recalls Events, Rules, Ideils of College in Her Day
I hadn't been in II Miss Lizzie's "
presence five minutes before I knew that,
even though she had known eighty-five
springs, she was a very much alive personality. As I walked in the door of 'her
large, old town-house, instead of my asking her questions, she immediately took
charge. R egally, she bade me sit down on
the antique rocker across from the old
steel engraving of "Latane's Burial"
which hung over the mantle. Clad simply
jn a black silk dress whose severity was
relieved by a white lace collar and a black
ribbon around her neck, Miss Lizzie
. Latane settled back in her chair, ready
to receive her interviewer.
H Miss
Lizzie," one of the oldest living alumnre.
is a " Hollins girl" whose school record
is of particular interest_ Indeed, with her
bright, keen, clear mind, a nd gentle speaking voice, U M iss Lizzie" is an alumna of
whom Hollins might well be proud. It
was in 1872-73, that dark period after
the War Between the S1.'\tes when Charles
L. Cocke was struggling to add new
buildings to the Hollins grounds and
place the school on a firm financial basis,
that Elizabeth Latane attended the
Hollins Institute at Botetourt Springs.
"But," declared 4 M iss Lizzie,' II though
we wore only calico dresses with aprons '
and sometimes the chambermaids were
dressed more finely than we, I never
once heard Mr. Cocke complain of the
hard times_ The one thing I remember
even now that he emphasized was character. Always, he reminded us that we
were Virginia women, and he stressed
what a Virginia woman should be."
In accord with his high ideals for
women, •. Miss Lizzie" said Mr. Cocke
required every girl to go to chapel in the

morning before breakfast and again that
afternoon at four. On Sunday he taught
the Bible lesson in the chapel. As a
great privilege, then, he would solemnly
read out the names of the eighteen girls
who could board the omnibus and go to
church in Salem.
II But,"
said . Miss
Li~zie,' with a twinkle in her eyes, II he
would choose a different church every
Sunday to keep the boys at Roanoke
College from knowing at which Salem
church the Hollins omnibus would stop.
Yet they often did manage to find out_"
She also remembered that for Mr. Cocke
" no girl was worth a hang if she did not do
well in mathematics." .. Mr. Cocke, "she
continued with that merry twinkle in her
eye, .. happened to be quite near-sighted.
Every day after the mathematics class
he would go over to the window, hold
his grade book well over his head, and
write down the daily grades. We girls
would run to the porch outside the
window and peek over his shoulder to see
what he .wrote in his book."
Yet though they were sheltered, the
Hollins girls, like .. Miss Lizzie." who
went to school under the strict supervision of Mr. Cocke, were instilled with his
ideals a nd they developed the kind of
character a Virginia woman should have.
Now, at eighty-five. "Miss Lizzie"
still abides by those rigid principles of
study and character she learned at
Hollins_ To stimulate her quick mind,
she is a regular reader of the Readers
Digest, is an avid politician, and can discuss elections with a vengeance. She has
refused to bow beneath the load of age or
war. Right now she is planning a victory
garden.
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How many Hollins girls of today know
that the red velvet that covered the May
Queen's th rone last yea r once covered the
walls of the meeting hall of the Euepian
Literary Society? Or that the beautiful
gold brocade piano cover used in the fall
play once adorned the walls of the meeting
hall of the Euzelian Literary Society?
And what freshman living on the third
floor of the dining-room end of West ever
dreamed that in her room, the serious,
dignified meetings of one of the societies
were held? Indeed, how many Hollins
girls know that the Euepian and Euzelian
Societies ever even existed?

1890 Students Educated For Marriage

.Girls Interested .in Woman Suffrage
Forget our war with J apan and Hitler's that one of the favorite pastimes is writing.
struggles in Russia; forget the modem One paper is on Shakespeare's ghost. one
college girl ' in her Braemer sweaters and . recalls recent events at Hollins: The
short skirts; and tum back the pages of mock election of William Jennings Bryan,
. Hollins College history with me to the the visit of the ' soldiers en route to the
1890's. Girls were wearing middy blouses Spanish-American War. the trip to Roaand pompadours; Lucretia Mott was noke to see Joe Jefferson's masterful
parading down streets yelling about portrayal of "Rip Van Winkle." and the
women's rights; FI9radora girls were annual trip to Natural Bridge. The final
singing "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," and article summarizes the debates of the two
Haunting their plump legs on Broadway; literary clubs, the Euepian and the
Since Hollins' 300
the U. S. Government was bickering with Euzelian societies.
Spain; and Hollins, in its own quiet way, girls are interested in writing up every
was educating females for marriage.
phase of campus life, the literary magaAs we saunter through shaded groves. zine, The Semi-A ...."aI. is virtually the
past croquet grounds and bicycle range. center of extra-curricular activities.
we see girls" walking up and down on the
One of the main concerns of these girls
bridge, trying to drink sulphur water, is the so-called "woman question... In
and shedding a few homesick tears on the literary societies they debate about
the grass beneath the trees_" Now. let woman's place; at their nightly feasts
us enter a typical room in East. Although they talk of the suffragettes. Only one
it is rather mid-Victorian in interior or two girls, and they the known radicals,
decorating, it is "clean, comfortable and believe that women in the future will vote_
well-ventilated. _ _ reflecting an ' individ- "By receiving universal suffrage," the
uality that bespeaks the future home- average girl feels, woman will be overmakers its occupants are destined to stepping her rights, unsexing herself, and
become. _ ." The walls are practically destroying the reciprocal relation which
camouflaged by neatly-framed, flowered God established between the sexes."
As we close the pages of Hollins' history
prints and style pictures from Harper's
Bazaar; and the desks are hidden beneath in the 1890's we realize that the Hollins
quills, Japanese boxes. embroidery needles, girl of today is only slightly more
and volumes of Shakespeare. Centered modernized than the girl of the Gay
Nineties_ But she talks of draftees rather
on "the dull green flannel table cloth"
is a nickel Rochester burner lamp with than of suffragettes. for she now has the
.. an excellent white shade." BeJleath privilege for which the suffragette
this lamp are many articles indicating struggled-the power to vote.
II

COLLEGE HAS ITS OWN PAUL R EVERE

Hollins Civil War story, however, is not
confined to financial and academic matters_ Perhaps the most exciting .. extracurricular" activity was the ride, a la
Paul R evere. made by an ex-student.
Mollie Tynes. Mollie. hearing of a proposed Federal raid on the town of Wytheville, rode alone over a one-track mountain
road and gave the alarm. The town was
successfully defended by an emergency
army of old men and boys, and Mollie,
who" thought nothing of it." found herself a heroine.

ILL US TRIOUS ROOMMATES WERE RIVALS

Despite the fact that the ideals and
purposes of the societies have died, one
cannot §'lY that their memories are forgotten. 'On the contrary, in the minds
of Miss Mary Williamson and Miss Bessie
Peyton, the clubs will live forever. Since
Miss Williamson was a Euepian and Miss
Bessie a Euzelian, the spirit· ;'f friendly
rivalry, too, is kept alive.
Nor do the abstract aspects alone still
exist. We have already mentioned t he red
velvet and gold brocade drapes which,
though employed in a very 'd ifferent
capacity. are still used constantly around
the campus. Bought about 1896 at the
instigation of Dr. Kusian, patron of the
Euepian Society, the red drapes were the
pride and joy of all the members_ Tipping
at a precarious angle, the modern Hollinsite has no idea that the frail chair
she sits on at the Tinker Tea House was
one of one hundred and twenty-five in
which the Euepians sat every Friday night
listening to original papers and debates.
Date slips and special permissions are
now written on the royal oak desk that
was once used by the secretary of the
Euepian Society. Considered by hardhearted housekeepers and janitors as
"junk," the beautiful brass canopy. which
covered the speakers' dias, and the brass
and onyx table used by the president are
now buried under layers of dust in the
storeroom of West Building_

1842 Hollins Girl Would Approve
Of·Great Granddaughter's Life
If She Could See Her Now
Tille Hollins Girl of 1942, does things or at least as natural as is possible when
tha t would make her grand mother turn one has to wear lipstick in order to stay
over in her grave_ When grandmother in the running; and ~hough naturalness
went to Hollins she never thought of sometimes may be deemed slovenliness
spending three hours a day in the hot sun on Monday morning, there is nothing too
in order to get tan for the week-end. sloppy about the Hollins week-day dress.
Grandmother never thought of wearing
The week-ends, though; Ah, the weekblue jeans on a field trip or roller skating ends! Grandmother never knew thing
on back campus either. What is more,
one about those, but she would approve,
grandmother, unless she was very uncouth, because then her youthful descendant
never went into a cellar a nd smoked her ga.rbs herself to the teeth in lovely clothes.
fool head off at least three times a day.
usually owned by the roommate, and
Today, Hollins girls do all these things a nd sallies forth looking very presentable
indeed_
a lot more besides. Believe it or not,
grandmother would probably approve of
She likes to play, the Hollins G irl; and
the Hollins Girl of 1942, after she got
though she is more reticent about adused to the idea, of course.
mitting it. she likes to work, too.
Today the Hollins girl is about a foot
In these days, s he realizes that · she owes
taller than she was in 1842 and though her it to herself to acquire as much education
carnage isn't as good, she is concerned
as she can, and occasionally, she becomes
about it . ... which is more than her very absorbed in her studies. Moreover,
mother at Hollins was. Though you may she takes life seriously and enjoys it
never see her on the Hockey Field, we all despite the fact that the times 'are not
know that she could at least play goalie
particularly favorable for her to do all the
efficiently, if she would try, because she
things
she planned on doing when she
resembles an outdoor girl more than she
does a glamour girl . .. thank goodness. came to college_ Grandmother would
Apparently the key note is to be natural. approve, in the long run .

EUZELIANS BEGAN "THE SEMI-ANNUAL"

HOLLINS SUFFERS DURING WAR PERIOD

That, then, was Hollins during the
Civil War. The period proved to be one
of the darkest in the whole history of
the school, but, unlike many of her sister
colleges. she came through unscathed.
The honor goes to every member of her
community--students, faculty, trustees.
and faithful darkies-but most of all to
her founder, Mr. Charles L. Cocke. A
passage (rom his address to the graduates
of 1865 provides a fitting close for such a
history : .... _ And whatever may be the
future political relations of our state ...
one thing I most solemnly enjoin-guard
with sleepless eye those principles which
have ever distinguished Virginia s0ciety-your inimitable social virtue, your
lovely domestic life, your generous and
refined hospitality."

It is truly amazing that at Hollins,
where tradition plays such a major part in
the life of the community, two such
influential organizations should die out
completely_ Of course, one may say that
with the changing times and customs, the
old societies no longer fill the needs of the
school. In the days when they flourished,
the regular Friday night meetings were
the only diversions available. The veil of
mystery, coupled with the spirit of competition which existed between the two
societies, provided endless entertainment
for the" young ladies." Must we a dmit,
then, that the spirit of the modem age and
the popular Friday week-ends definitely
are not conducive to the meetings of a
literary society?

In '9O's College Lass Had Choice of Three Major Sports;
Basket Ball, Tennis, Bicycling Were Favorites
The American damsel has always had
her sports, though I doubt if the sleek.
streamlined miss of 1942 would recognize
her favorite games in their pre-l900 form.
In the 1890's, HolI.ins had three major
Sports. basket ball, tennis. and bicycling.
An atbletic field was enclosed by a wire
fence.
Tennis was the oldest sport at the
school. The two courts, reputed to have
been built even before Uncle Billy
Pleasants' classrooms, were always filled
from four o'clock till the first triangle;
but despite this enthusiasm. it was practically impossible even then to complete a tennis toumament.
.
Basket ball was the big sport at Holhns
from the very time it was introduced in

1896. At this early stage we find a goal
defender and a goal keeper on the team;
while the official costume consisted of
long, full skirts and sweaters_ The big
game played on the outside court on
Thanksgivinq: Day was the antecedent of
our Red-Blue contest of today.
The Cycle Club was an important
organization at Hollins also, for there
were nearly forty wheels at school in 1899.
The girls would ride over to the store at
Cloverdale or in an especially reserved
area on back campus_ The Hollins girls
also played croquet and bowled. Yes,
our predecessors here at Hollins were
very athletic in a mildly vigorous sort of
way. After all, it just wasn't ladylike to
ha ve muscles_

Since, according to Miss Bessie, the
Euzelians concentrated more on the
literary aspects than on the collect jon of
"things" to adom their hall. there a re
not so many material reminders of the
Euzelians as there are of the Euepians.
To the Euzelians, however, goes the credit
of beginning the college magazine, The
Semi-A ...."al. which exists even today as
Cargoes .
Used in the Little T heatre
productions. as are the gold brocade
drapes, are several plaster busts of great
Greek classicists. Chief among these is
the bust of Homer, in whose honor a
celebration was conducted by the Euzelians each year. In honor of the Greek
poet, too, was an elaborate tapestry
entitled" Reading from Homer," which
was secretly made by one of the loyal
members. Now faded but beautiful, this
tapestry is rolled up and, like the Euepian
brass canopy, forgotten in the dust of the
storeroom_
Whether or not the clubs are ever
revived is of no consequence now-even
considered in the light of the significance
to their faithful members.

Tayloe Gymnasium Has a Visitor From the Past
Nineteenth Century Damsel Pays a Call
R iding, swimming. hockey, basket ball,
tennis, archery, baseball. and ad infinitum.
Many are the sports that the modem
Hollins miss enjoys_ Almost to a girl,
the classes join in jumping rope, rollerskating, or one of the more vigorous sports.
Athletics and back-campus life occupy a
large part of the life of the 1942 Hollins girl.
Imagine the astonishment of the 1890
damsel if she were able to visit Tayloe
gymnasium. Inside the door, she would
find seve.r al girls furiously batting a little
white·ball across a green table-ping-pong.
they call it_ How her eyes would sparkle
upon 'seeing an indoor basket ball court.
How they had wished for one of ' those
back then! But what are those people
playing there now, over those hii:h nets?
It resembles tennis, but they call it badminton.
Our visito~ from the past is very familiar
with tennis, though I suspect that the
game has changed somewhat in its form
and speed. But field hockey, the favorite

fall sport. as well as archey, baseball,
volley ball and other minor back-campus
sports. which we accept without a thought,
would all seem unusual and vigorous to
her.
Miss 1890 would be delighted to see the
swimming pool, but how she might ·blllsh
upon seeing those beautiful blue tank
~suits. II How immodest!" she wou1d exclaim. "Why they hardly cover you up
a t all! !" And she would be shocked once
again when she proceeded to the riding
ring and saw the girls. of all things, riding
astride those ferocious horses_ Why any
respectable lady rides side saddle!
Although they played a little golf at
Hollins II way back when," our game
would look entirely different to her. And
if, to complete our tour of the 1942 athletics, we should take our visitor walking
she would, no doubt, collapse from exhaustion_ Perhaps we should introduce
her to that great indoor sport-jitterbuggingl
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Science Hili Fire of '25
W IS a Nine-Day Wonder
It was back in April, 1925- in the
eighty·second year since the founding of
the college, to be exact - that the Science
Ha ll caught on fire and caused much excitement at Hollins College. A fire in a
school building is something to be dreamed
about, but this actually happened.
An electrical storm had come up and
was raging at its peak during dinner tha t
night. Suddenly, a bove the clatter of
dishes a nd silver and the chatter of some
four hundred voices, there was a ioud
crash that sounded a s if lightning had
struck near the Science Hall. Upon invf'Stigation, however, there were no
visible signs that any oC the buildings had
been damaged by the lightning. The storm
soon ended, the incident was forgotten .
and the college community resumed its
regular schedule.
FIRF. INTERR UPTED FACULTY MEETING

Hollins Lady Principal Tells About
Many Years of Touring Europe as
Chaperon for Educational Trips
Back when t he t wentieth century began,
when a t rip to Europe meant peaceful
sightseein!: instead of bombs a nd a ir-raid
shelters, Miss Maria Parkinson, lady
principal of Hollin£, took groups of girls
abroad. Because the girls in her charge
were on an educa tional tour she required
t hem to toe the mark.
Most of t he girl s Miss Parkinson took
abroad had completed two or more years
of college. " The more they knew before
they went, the more they appreciated
Europe," she says.
Today E urope is too war-torn to pernlit
tours. A good substi t ute, however, i,
Miss Parkinson's tale of the Europe she
knew and loved.
Like most Americans,
my favori te E uropean country is England,
but next to England I like Italy best.
Throughout t his country there is a love
of beauty , a simpatica , t hat even the
poorest I talians feel. The dancing in the
squares, t he eternal singing that once
made Italy a deligh t have disappeared
with t he new era of war and hunger. I
had rather not visit there until songs a re
again in I talian hearts.
"France has a civilization all its own.
It has suffered its recent d efeat because
of betrayal, lowered mora le, and insufficient recovery from t he hunger a nd fatigue
II

of the last wa r. Rest and nourishment
will r estore France to its proper status
in the civilized world.
"Of a ll the countries I have traveled
in I like Germany least of all, for the
Germans still feel that women are incapable of conducting business.
"We never visited: Russi~ on our tours
because young girls don't know enough to
understand or appreciate that huge
country. Then, too, we had neither the
time nor the money required for Russian
travel in those days."
Miss Parkinson made friends on her
many trips-altogether, she crossed the
ocean twenty -eight times. Two Belgian
maiden ladies, who made . and collected
genuine Belgian lace, and a young Englishman have been corresponding with her
since she met them. In his last letter the
Englishman told of the death of his
brother, in the R. A. F . "His death was
a happy one," he wrote, "for he fought
for his country with passion."
At eighty-six Miss Parkinson remains
active and helpful, combining the graciousness of the past with the independence
and determination of the present. Any
one who talks with her will immediately
sigh, " Oh, to have toured Europe with
Miss Parkinson : '

Hollins Girls Built Their Little Theatre
With Spirit and Determination
As one turns down t he roll ing driveway of Hollins College, the Little Theatre,
with it s slender white columns contrast ing wit h it s rich red brick , is the first
It is
b uilding Ihnt comes into view.
hard, indeed, to believe t ha t the Little
Theat re has not a lways been a part of
Hollins, so completely is it in a ccord with
the other buildings on ca mpus. Until
t he spring of 1924 , however, it was little
more than one of the Hollins dreams ;
a nd until t he b wlding was completed that
year, a ll the stage productions of t he
campus were given on a poorl y eq uip ped
stage in t he gymnasium , which was, at
tha t t ime, on t he lower floor of the
library.
When t he sttldent s felt tha t they coulet
bear these conditions no longer ; t hree
girls, who were leaders in the Little
Theatre movement, Marie H edges, Louise
Huger and M ary Gordon W eck, went to
Joseph Turner with a plan. They were
willing to raise $10,000 a mong t he st udents if the college would furnish t he
other $20,000 t hey considered necessary
fo r a Lit tle Theatre.
P ractical Mr.
Turner would promise nothing, b ut he
encouraged the girls to go on with t he
scheme. Great ent husiasm was a roused
in the studen t body, and before the 1922
C hristmas vacation began, a notice was
posted on the front bulletin board saying,

"If you have the Hollins spirit, bring back
$30.00 with you ."
Amazing as it may seem, a great
ma jority of the st udent body returned
with the thirty dollars, or pledges for the
amount to be paid after the vacation.
With this money as a starter, the girls
initiated a drive that lasted for the next
four year s. Organizing the school by
dormitories, each group did something
to raise money for the funds. Others
cleaned shoes, did mending, closed windows on cold mornings, or turned on the
heat in . friends' rooms throughout the
winter for the benefit of the drive. A
few more talented even became barbers,
and each morning one or two victims of
their profession would cower into break.
fa st, shornfortheglory of the Little Theatre.
When Mr. Turner and his colleagues
realized the seriousness and success of
t he students in their drive, 'they decided
to include a much needed new gymnasium
in their plans. By selling the da m site
a nd turning the money over to the Little
Theatre Fund, the college, too, was
ma king an effort to raise funds.
In the spring of 1924 both the spacious
red brick gymnasium, which was named
for Colonel George P. Tayloe, first presid ent of the Board of Trustees of the
college in the nineteenth century, and
the Little Theatre were completed.

The faculty, in ·need of a blackboard
that night, were meeting in Science .Hall,
instead of in the main drawing room. The
. meeting had just gotten under way. Miss
Matty Cocke, president, ·was presiding,
and a discussion of the schedule of the
a pproaching final exams had begun.
Suddenly, the assembled professors were
startled by a loud explosion upstairs. Before they had time to recover from this
first shock, there was another loud crash
from above. Jumping up, they ran helterskelter from the building, overturning
chairs as they went. One or twO of the
teachers stayed behind to help Miss
Matty. There they discovered that the
roof of the Science Hall was in flames.
Two of the younger men teachers, running
across the campus, returned with a fire
extinguisher. By this time, the blaze had
a ttracted people from the surrounding
countryside, and cars began to file down
the road towards the campus. Within
half an hour a large crowd had gathered,
and fire companies from both Roanoke and
Salem were at work.

LT GHT"ING CAUSED SHORT CIRCUIT

In the meantime, the Hollins students,
well schooled concerning fire drills, had
vacated the dormitories and other buildings, and joined the group of onlookers.
Excitement prevailed long into the
night, though the fire was extinguished
Refreshments were
in a short while.
suggested for the heroic firemen and the
Hollins girls graciously entertained them
in the Y. W. C. A. room.
The next day found the Science Hall
charred and black, with almost no third
floor at all. A great deal of valuable
material had been destroyed, including
chemical supplies, collections of science
books, and valuable equipment. The cause
of the fire was rather uncertain, but, for
the most part, a logical explanation has
been worked out. The lightning, which
struck earlier in the evening, probablY
caused a short circuit. This actually
started the fire. but when the heat reached
the chemicals in the supply room, some 01
the bottles of acid became too hot and
exploded, causing the noise heard during
the faculty meeting.
The fire spread
quickly as it reached other bottles of
inflammable material. This explanation
appeared to be the most probable.
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Hollins Album Brings Back Memories;

Freya Presents liFoIgures In a Dream

Pictures of Well-Loved Faculty

Goodal~, Browning Direct Fantasy

0

The Choral Club of Hollins College
wiD furnish the music for the Centennial
program to be presented by Freya on Sunday, May 17. With the cooperation of
Miss Browning, director of Orchesis, and
Mr. Goodale, director of the Choral
Club, a dance series will be combined
with a musical background. This music,
at the request of Freya, has been
arranged by Mr. Goodale. Some of it is
original; some of it is familiar music arranged for these particular dances. Such

Recall Traditional Anecdotes
The family album of Hollins College
calls forth many memories and tales of
days long past . The picture above shows
the faculty of 1895, a faculty that helped
to shape Hollins a half century ago, a
faculty whose influence is still felt greatly,
although most of its members have passed
away.
Some of the most entertaining of Hollins
legends are told about one of the older
members of that 1895 group, Mr. William
Pleasants. .. Uncle Billy," Latin teacher
at Hollins from 1852-1914, wasnotedforhis
lack of patience and his caustic wit. Miss
Mary Williamson, now head of the Hollins
Philosophy Department, tells a typical
yam. "Uncle Billy, " it seems, gave Miss
Williamson an 86 on her final Latin exam,
but he flunked the classmate who had
coached her. Distressed by this seeming
injustice, little Miss Williamson gathered
up her courage and went to tell Uncle
Billy the whole story. He listened to her
plea in silence; when she was finished he
rose from his chair and bowed deeply.
"I graded those papers, Miss Mary," he
said. "Since you disagree with· me, I
nominate you as Latin teacher of Hollins
College. I vacate my place in your favor."
Without a word he turned and left his
office; he left, also, a bewildered young
Latin pupil.

PROFESSOR WAS HARD TASItMASTER

A faculty member who helped to create
the standard of quality that prevails on
the campus today was Professor Charles
Barnwell. Professor Barnwell, now dean
of the University of Alabama, taught
English at Hollins in the 1890s. His first
year here he caused quite an uproar by
failing all but six members of his senior
class in Shakespeare. His students came
up to the standards he set for them, or
else! In the days when Professor Barnwell taught English no girl could become
a full graduate of Hollins without taking
the course in Anglo-Saxon. Professor
Barnwell's 8:00 Anglo-Saxon class, too,
felt the touch of his exacting spirit. At the

of Strasburg was a typical old-time college
professor. He lived for hi. work and
buried himself in hi. study. Dr. Kuaian's
knowledge of literature amazed and inspired his students. To prove a point in a
discussion he could tell the volume and
page number from which he drew his
material and then proceed to quote from
memory. Occasionally when he sauntered
about the campus Dr. Kusian would tell
his students talesof the only woman he ever
loved. Whether this perfect creature was
a product of his imagination the girls never
knew. They did know, however, that he
was· not describing Mrs. Kusian. Hollins
girls in 1895, like Hollins girls in 1942, knew
their professors as persons. Because Dr.
Kusian had always wanted Hollins to
have a clock that could be heard all over
the campus, the senior class of the year
after his death paid tribute to him b y
placing a big clock in the library. Its
deep tones announce every hour the love
this faculty member felt for Hollins.

MATHEMATICIAN EXTOLLED KNOWLEDGE

Professor W. O. Whitescarver was a true
mathematician, according to the pupils
whom he taught. The laws of physics
and mathematics moved him deeply,
"'"thetically. Often during a problem he
would take off his glasses and wipe them.
The majesty of his work touched him like
poetry. Professors. like Professor Whitescarver have done a great deal to show Hollins girls the beauty and pleasure of
knowledge.
CREDIT SHOULD ALSO

Go

TO WOMEN

But Hollins College, as the picture below shows, was not influenced by men
alone. The Librarian of Hollins College in
1895 was Miss Marian S. Bayne. To Miss
Bayne goes the credit of really developing the college library. Her love for her
work was so great that she always wanted
the books to be on the shelves. Somehow
she felt uneasy about a book that was
not in its place.

F ACUI_TY OF

songs as "Dixie," "Silent Night," and
.. Jingle Bells" are included.

Hollins War Activity Parallels That of 1917;
College Cooperates with National Program
Including Conservetion and Preparedness
In 19J 7 Hollins College was actively while Mr. Turner was in charge of the
at war. From breakfast until "lights Liberty Bonds as well as the War Savings
out" both the students and faculty were Stamps.
made acutely conscious of the war, not
Today we are engaged in the second
only in the form of war relief posters and World War, and again Hollins College
bulletins advertising Baby Bonds, but is involved in various war activities.
also in the not so impersonal form of Under the auspices of the Red Cross, the
syrup instead of sugar on their morning faculty, as well as the students, have
oatmeal.
prganized first aid classes, and many
A system of food conservation was have completed the prerequisite training
peti~ioned by the Student Government
necessary for the advanced course.
Association in October, 1917. Shortly Other Red Cross-sponsored activities
aCterward, the faculty approved the include a course in home nursing as well
following regulations: "At one meal each as a program for knitting and sewing.
day no meat will be served. At three
The Turner Hall Fund has also evolved
meals each. week no desserts will be served. a plan to support the war effort. This
The money saved by cutting down ex- year money pledged to Turner Hall will
penses in food will be used for war activ- be invested in War Bonds and subseities." This program had two not&- quently turned over .to the government.
worthy results. The first waS a rather After the war the principal of the bonds
amusing bulletin, sent to all parents and as well as the interest collected will be
guardians of Hollins girls, stating the refunded. From this money Turner Hall
recently passed resolution and assuring will be built.
them that "the Hollins girl will eat
Of no less immediate importance are
plenty but wisely and without waste." the practice blackouts which include
The second and by far the most important Hollins College as part of Roanoke
result was the large sum of money raised County. Mr. Goodale, the Chief Air
by this program of self-denial.
Raid Warden, working in conjunction
A still greater sum was collected by with the head wardens of the dormitories,
the campus chapter of the United War has appointed captains on each floor of
Work Campaign headed by Miss Rachel the student buildings. These captains
Wilson. The record kept by the student are responsible for seeing that the blacktreasurer of this organization has been out is carried out punctually and
preserved, with the list of faculty members thoroughly.
and students together with the amounts
Another phase of the war work at
that they pledged. Altogether, Hollins Hollins which has received considerable
College gave $8,513 to the United War attention is the conservation program.
While complying with the government
Relief Fund.
....
Meanwhile, Mr. Estes Cocke, the program of sugar rationing, the college
county chainnan of the Red Cross, community has independently inaugurated
conducted a drive to raise money for the a policy which - eliminates unnecessary
purchase of supplies and other necessary waste of paper, electricity and foodwar materials. This campaign resulted stuffs. At the same time the Department
in a total contribution of six or seven of Physical Education is sponsoring a
thousand dollars. Mrs. Cocke, not to be program of Physical Fitness. By enoutdone by her husband, also took an couraging team sportsas well as individual
active part in Red Cross work, lecturing athletic activities it is hoped that every
on the " Conservation of Foods " to student will devote at least an hour a day
audiences of housewives and teachers, to physical fitness.

1895
"SINCE

In a few days, the excitement had died
down, a n(l the girls had gone back to their
regular routine. The faculty held a meeting elsewhere to straighten out the exam
schedule, and carpenters began to reconstruct the burned building. In the
Ca ll of 1925, when the students returned
to Hollins, Science Hall was as good
as new. There were no noticeable differences in the outer appearance of the
building, and only a few changes in the
classrooms inside. Even today, however,
one can distinguish the old bricks at the
bottom of the building from the new ones
near the top, and the ivy grows thicker
where the old walls remain. If the student
of 1942 looks closely enough, she can see
these Cew traces of the Science Hall fire,
and take heart that school buildings do
burn down sometimes I

first meeting of the class in September he
quietly announced t:o his students: "We
cannot possibly cover our work this year
if we meet but five hours a week. Discussions will, therefore, begin each morning at 7 :50. And for five mornings a week
during the entire year those Anglo-Saxon
students met their 8 :00 class ten minutes
early. Professor Barnwell demanded. a
great deal of his pupils; he demanded a
great d.eal of himself. In fact, he broke
a Hollins tradition (they had them even
then) by grading English papers on Sunday.

LIBRARY CLOCK HONORS DR. KUSIAN

Dr. August
another older
taught French
Alsacian and a

Theodore Louis Kusian,
member of the faculty,
and German. This native
graduate of the University

Mrs. Eliza Childs is responsible for a
great deal of the social atmosphere of
Hollins. When she came here as associate
principal in 1873 she brought to this campus harmony and order, for she loved the
quality of life. In the green drawing room
the memory of her rustling black silks and
aristocratic bearing still seems to linger. Out
in the front of Main Building Mrs. Childs
planted a small thirty-foot garden. There
bloomed pinks, lilies of the valley, lilacs
and other flowers, formed a true beauty
spot on the campus. Mrs. Childs' life,
as well as her flowers, brought loveliness
to Hollins.
In the history of Hollins there have been
many other faculty and staff members
as influential and beloved as those of
1895. Because of their interest in Hollins
and their dreams for it, they live, not only
in legends and albums, but also in the
spirit of Hollins College today.

II

Second HIli West Echos
Memories of Emma Jones

Choral Club has sixty members and
Orchesis thirty members, the program,
"Figures in a Dream," shoulrl be effective
and entertaining.
The Choral Club has been directed by
Mr. Goodale for the past three years.
Membership is voluntary and no academic
credit is given for participation. Yet the
large number of girls in the Choral Club
prove its popularity. This year there
have been four major performances . ..
a radio programme, a convocation in the
Little Theatre, a visit to Washington and
Lee, and the programme for Centennial.

Descendent of Colonel Tayloe Attends Hollins
Graham Gwathney C.rries on Family Tradition
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Emma

Heironimus Says
By Mulfy SIc:.rd

both in advice and financial matters
during those difficult formative years. So
it is no wonder that Graham claims with
pride her relationship to Colonel George
Plater Tayloe.
Like Graham, who a hundred years

ROANOKE
& STATIONERY CO.

struction, and Director of Admissions.
Today, Mr. Cocke still represents the
Cocke family's traditional connection with
Hollins, being the Vice President and
Treasurer, the Director of Admissions and
a member of the Administrative Council
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The Meiringen Tea Room
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Are Made

later still cherishes the Tayloe tradition
at Hollins, the Cocke family a lso remains
closely affiliated.
.
Mr. Charles Francis Cocke, formerlyVice
President of the college is the Chairman
of the Board of Trustees at present .
Another grandson, Lucian H. Cocke,
a lawyer in Roanoke, Va., has acted as
special advisor in the development of the
Alumrue Tea House. And of course
"our" Mr. M. Estes Cocke has been
officially connected with HolI;"'s in various
capacities since 1897. Formerly, when the
college was under the presidency of its
founder, his grandfather, and then after
1900, Miss Matty Cocke, his aunt, he
acted on the Board of Governors as Pr0fessor of Math and Physics, Dean of I n-

amused

BOOK
211-213 First Street, S. W.

Where Beller

CO.

On the steps of Main Building, Graham
Gwathney, Hollins, '45 and Mr. Estes
Cocke. Vice President-Treasurer proudly
exchange notes on the part their grandfathers played a century ago in the founding of Hollins. Graham's great-greatgreat-grandmother was the daughter of
Colonel Tayloe, the First President of the
Board of Trustees of the Valley Union
Education Society. This institution later
was turned over to the Charles Lewis
Cocke, Mr. Cocke's grandfather, the founder of Hollins College. For nearly SO years
Colonel Tayloe held this position and thus
waS a very important figure in the earlv
history of the school. The college h~s
always been grateful to this generous
man for the assistance which he rendered

It was the Class of '44 that sent Emma
Jane.. to her grayel At leut. that is ,.,hilt
she would declare today if she had any
say in the matter. She had seen plenty
of "bad chillun" in her day, but we "was
de baddest ones yet." Second-floor West
was her kingdom, and her throne waS a
rickety chair that stood by the telephone
table. There she would sit during the
idle hours of the day and gossip with
the maids of the other halls. Most of her
hours were idle, moreover, for the dust
would grow thick on our golden-oak
furniture, and our waste-paper baskets
would constantly overtlow.
More than once, I sat out in the hall
on the telephone table with my feet dangling, and talked to Emma Jones. She
told me that she lived over the hill behind
the Ii ttle white church in the negro settlement. Emma was very religious. Any
girl who uttered. a sacrilegious "cuss"
word within her hearing was immediately
branded by Emma as a ".sinful chile,"
and that girl could count on a poorly
cleaned room for the rest of the year.
Down at one end of the hall is a tall
white cupboard which Emma used as a
storage place for her belongings. It was
jammed full of discarded clothes, magazines, newspapers, bottles, tin cups, boxes,
and other odds and ends which she man·
aged to salvage from the girls on her
hall. Here, too, she kept her many layers
of clothing which she wore to and from
work every day. It used to take
at least fifteen minutes to ~ down to
her working clothes in the morning, and
even longer to prepare to go home in the
afternoon. Even on the warmest spring
day she would put on another d.ress-over
the one she was aJready wearing, two or
three sweaters, a long, flannel underskirt,
a big wool scarf around her neck and
another around her head, a pair of wool
gloves, and an old black felt hat that
came down over her eyes. Then she
would struggle into a raggedy black coat
which came down nearly to her ankles.
Only after this long, tedious process
would she brave the great outdoqrs.
Emma Jones was quite a character.
Though she tried her best to act annoyed
when we teased her, deep down in her
heart she really enjoyed it. The Class of
'45 and the classes to corne after will
never know what they really missed when
Emma died of cancer and didn't come
. back this year. West seems empty without her. Even now, when I walk throueh
second hall, I still expect to see Emma
sitting in her chair by the telephone table
dozing, or entertaining a group of
freshmen; and I always have a queer
sort of empty feeling when I find she',
not there.

(Across from Greyhound Station)
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In spite of the fact that we girls are
feeling pinched by the war and its financial
difficulties, let's not forget our appearance.
People notice when we look careless at
dinner or in chapel. It's SO easy for a few
dollars to give you the look of being expensively and tastefully dressed: Witness Heironimus' ads, telling about
clothes that call be bought for as little as
18.00. And being smartly decked out
doesn·t necessarily mean being dressyit's a trial to put on our best bib and tucker
for a quick meal. Instead, whipjnto town
and grab a couple of "everfast" dresses
to wear-they're in all sizes, at almost
any price, cute as pie, and tub-able as the
proverbial" can be." Priorities? No, not
yet-but it's not wise to wait until tomorrow to get a supply of summer things
-it
be too late I
Hey, girls, another thing, yours t"dy
did, lots of others did-why don't more
of you take the great-step? Yes, I do mean
the new thne-inch feather cut. It's
patriotic, and oh, so comfiel Run a comb
through it, do it up occasionally, and
that's that_nd ~ think we look nicel
Besides, the long bob is out-but definitely-read Jiladerru1t,dU for proof. So
try it. The Heironimus beauty shop will
fix you up with cut, permanent, and all the
trimmings for next to nothing. Corne on,
take a deep breath, and have it shearedit's worth itl- Adv.
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19~O Alumna Finds
Campus Beauti~ed

By New Buildings
When I returned to Hollins in the fall of
1960, I found the college far lovelier and
amazingly larger than before. As I drove
up the new driveway, I 'could see nearly
all of the campus.
Having provided a few bricks for
T~rner Hall, I was naturally anxious to
inspect it first. Since all of Turner Hall
was not built at one time, there were
actually four connecting buildings. Three
of these formed three sides of a rectangle
facing southeast, and the other wing
protruded to the southwest.
In the
center of this rectangle was a small garden
with chairs and tables where the girls
could gather for cigarettes.
On the first floor of the wing nearest
the infirmary were the social rooms; the
remainder of the floor contained a suite
for the head of the house and a service
kitchen. The reception rooms were so
arranged that they could be thrown open
for large social affairs. Throughout the
rest of the building were single and
double rooms; the latter, occupied by
two girls, consisted of a bedroom and a
small study.
The basement floor was turned into
another and much improved Keller. On
one side of this was a small, wooden-paneled room covered with photographs ... of
horses. This, then, was the much talked
about "Riding Club Room." I envied
the hundred and forty-five upper classmen who were residents in this building.
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CHI$TERFIELDS follow the
flag. On .,..,., front you'll
find them giving our fightIng men more pleasure with
their milder, better laste.
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RUTH HAVILAND and
SUSAN CLARKI, of the
Women Flyers of America.
With the alert young women
flyers of America who are
doing their part In the National Defense picture ... It's
Chesterfield. They Satisfy.

Library .[)ominates Quadrangle
Next, I walked to the library. Larger
than Main, it was worthy of its dominant
pOsition overlooking the quadrangle.
There were three floors- the ground floor
¢hich was at the garden level, the main
floor; and the second floor. As I entered,
I noticed a book store on my right; beyond
were three large seminars. On my left
were a coat closet and wash room; past
that were more seminars. On the main
floor, there was the desk with the librarian's office immediately behind. The
stacks, which extended throughout the
three floors, were immediately adjacent to
the reading and study rooms. On either
side were huge reading rooms, four in all.
In two of these were small alcoves with
lounging chairs in front of a fireplace. The
museum to the front was full of Hollins
relics arranged in show-cases. The second
floor consisted of individual study rooms,
rooms for the faculty, and a dark room for
microfilm reading and for projection. Of
particular interest were the reading decks
which were also used for study purposes,
and the carrels for individual study. T his
library had been designed for beauty and
practical use; certainly both requirements
were filled.
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Simplicity Keynote of Chapel
To either side of the library were smaller
buildings. The administration building
toward Turner Hall fulfilled the need for
office space, and also for class rooms. The
other building, the Museum, was conveniently close to the Little Theatre and
the Chapel, since these three buildings were
of most interest to the public. In the
museum were the art studios and the display rooms for the students' work and for
both the permanent collections and
traveling exhibitions.
The church was just as I would have
pictured one of the colonial era. The red
brick, the steeple, the clean-cut design of
the whole building gave just the right
effect, that of plainness and beauty. '
Inside, the same simplicity was maintained;
there were no stained glass windows, no
elaborate crosses, nor was the actual furnishing of the chapel elaborate. The red
carpeted aisles led to the slightly elevated
pulpit; the choir loft. was directly above.
Everything was designed to fit the simplicity of a colonial church. Indeed,
Hollins was even more beautiful than
before.
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SIDNEY'S
READY-TO-WEAR
Millinery, Accessories (Jnd Shoes
501

STUDENT

ORGANIZATIONS

GI VE N SPECIAL ATTENTION

S OUTH J EFFERSON S TREET

The Stone Printing and
Manufacturing Company
Kimmerling Bros., Florists
FINE FLOWERS
Orchids, Gardenias, Roses, dc.
College Representative
MISS JANE ARNOLD
Room 109 West

PHON E

6688

ROANOKE, VA.

(Opposite Hotel Roanoke)

Printers of HOLLINS CoLUMNS

ROA NOKE, VIttGINIA

DRUGS-PRESCRIPTIONS
H. C. BARNES, INC.
2 and 4 South Jeffersoo St.
All Drug S'or, N"dt
Wait for Hollins Bus Here I

WE INVITE

You

TO TRY OUR

.Special Luncheon at 40c
AND

6' GOMPANY
JLwnca C(';/wt~ IBUI'.,,'
/ROtI_.ev..

cSAKS

S mart Clothes and Accessories

FLOWERS
For E very Occasion

FALLON, Florist
EUNOR SIECK

Au".'

ROANOKE, VA.

Served Daily and Sunday in Our
Terrace Dining Room and AirConditioned Coffee Shop

Hotel Patrick Henry

Knowing that shoes set the
pace for her whole costume,
the woman who is truly smart
considers her FEET FIRST
"Beautiful ShotS"-Hos~"y, '001

Roanoke's 50-Year-Old Drug Store

Special Dinner at 6Se

FEET FIRST

P ropst-Childress Shoe Co.
TINKER TEA HOUSE

. PRINTING

SMART AND EXCLUSIVE
S PRING FASHIONS '

"The M",iNg PI4c, of RtHIMO","

and

GAY,

COLORFUL ACCESSORIES
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VISIT OUR FOUNTAINS
ROANOKE

309 South Jefferson Street
LYNCHBURG

